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The US Economy: Back On Track?

Submitted by Erico Matias Tavares via Sinclair & Co.,

The weekly rail traffic report published by the Association of American
Railroads (“AAR”) provides a great snapshot of US economic activity almost
in real (weekly) time.

Last July we noted that we were starting to witness some signals of a trend
change, now suggesting a softening. But much has happened since then,
including a broadly unexpected change in the political direction of the US.
Have those signals been reversed as a result?

Let’s start with some general indicators.

The US ISM Manufacturing Purchasing Managers Index reported by the
Institute for Supply Management fell briefly into contraction territory last
August, which is often a presage for economic weakness ahead. However, it
recovered handsomely in the following months and just printed the highest
number in two years.
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A significant reversal to the upside was also observed in the latest National
Federation of Independent Business (“NFIB”) Optimism Index for Small
Businesses - the real wealth generators in the economy, which after some
weakness mid-year just printed the highest level since the Financial Crisis
of 2008.

Not to be outdone, US investors have pushed equities to new historical
highs, as shown in the graph above (by finviz.com).

So things are looking up in the US right? Perhaps so… but the railroads
aren’t feeling it.

Rail intermodal traffic registers the long-haul movement of shipping
containers and truck trailers by rail whenever combined with (a much shorter)
truck movement at one or both ends. It covers a broad range of goods that
Americans consume regularly, from laptops to frozen chickens, and is thus a
great indicator of how consumers are doing. Given the huge importance of
consumption for the US economy as a whole, for us this is the most revealing
category.

The grey cloud in our rail shipment graphs (in units) depicted henceforth
shows the maximum and minimum volume range recorded for the same
week over the five years prior (2011-2015). The green line shows the
readings for 2016, now for the full year.

After a strong start of the year, rail intermodal traffic started to
underperform, although some pickup was observed later in the year.

Aggregating the numbers by year provides a clearer picture, and here are the
figures since 2006 (in MM units):
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For the first time since the lead up to the 2009 recession, yearly values are
down versus the prior year. In percentage terms the 2015-16 decline is almost
the same as the 2007-08 decline, when the Financial Crisis was raging.

While clearly not a good sign this is just a warning given the still high
transactional levels compared to prior years. If weakness persists in this
category into 2017 then we will start getting really, really worried about the
broader condition of the US economy.

What about housing, another key industry? The forest products category
includes lumber, a major input of house construction, and is shown in the
graph below:

Volumes were generally weak throughout the year, setting new five year
lows. However, as per US Census Bureau data privately-owned housing
completions in November came out at a very solid 15% (±13.5%) above the
revised October estimate and a whopping 25% (±15.0%) over the prior year.
How can these two seemingly disparate trends be reconciled?

The answer might be in the brackets after the percentage growth figures.
These statistics are estimated from sample surveys, so the Census Bureau
provides a standard error to indicate a range where the real number might
actually lie. And quite a wide one in fact. As such, the actual year-on-year
figure could be somewhere in the range +10% to +40%. Given falling volumes
transported by the railways even the lower estimate from these surveys looks
optimistic. Another category to keep a close eye on.

The motor vehicles and parts graph shown below includes all sorts of
vehicles (used and new), passenger car and bus bodies, parts and
accessories and other related equipment:
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This industry is of course very important for US manufacturing. Last July we
noted that it had been the bright spot out of all the categories, recording new
cycle highs up until then. And while that persisted for a while longer some
weakness sipped in towards the end of the year.

Still, volumes reached the highest level in 2016 since the go-go days of 2007.
Not bad at all, but hopefully that year-end weakness is nothing to worry
about… because as we shall see other industries – particularly in the primary
sector – continue to struggle.

After a terrible performance through 2015, metallic ores (shown above), which
include all kinds of ores (iron, copper, lead, zinc and so forth) and waste
scrap, managed to do even worse in 2016. Not much reason for optimism
here (unless as a contrarian).
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The same can be said about coal, with volumes collapsing since the start
of the year. Not even the recovery in the second half could avoid a
miserable performance overall.

What about oil production?

Using rail shipments of crude oil and refined products to gauge production
levels is a little tricky because volumes can be diverted to pipelines and/or the
mix can change. That being said, the declines in rail shipments throughout
2016 are consistent with the drop in US production as reported by the IEA,
shown in the graph below (in MM bopd):

The silver lining is that the weekly oil rig count as reported by Baker Hughes
has responded positively to the recent recovery in crude oil prices, as shown in
the graph below (with WTI pushed forward a number of weeks):
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So we may see some pickup in activity going forward, as long as prices
continue to hold. Other than that it’s pretty safe to say that the US extractive
sector as a whole had another miserable year.

And last but certainly not least, here are the rail shipments of grains:

Volumes exploded higher in the second half of the year. The flipside of such
volume increases was a continued correction in grain prices, particularly in
corn and wheat (soybeans managed to hold up). Great news for consumers,
but terrible for farmers: according to the latest USDA estimates in 2016 net
farm income dropped to the lowest level in six years.

***

If so many industries continued to struggle in 2016, with some key ones
even deteriorating towards year-end, how come small businesses are so
wildly optimistic?

Perhaps the graph above, taken from the same NFIB small business report,
provides the answer: while actual sales have languished expectations of
future activity have gone through the roof. And that differential between
actual versus expectations reached the highest level in many years.

It is hard to dissociate this from all the economic promises of the
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It is hard to dissociate this from all the economic promises of the
incoming Administration. That may explain why small business owners
across the US – and indeed stock investors – have become so optimistic.
However, the hard goods-traded reality continues to show some concerning
signs of weakness.

Whether or not the new economic policies will prove to be successful the
railways will likely feel it before anyone else. That’s why we will continue to
keep an eye on the data.

And with that, here’s our economic wish for 2017: Make Railways Great
Again!
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than that, "the fish are jumping, and the cotton is high".

jomama # Paul Kersey 

You forgot: IT'S ALL OBAMA'S FAULT!

Arrow4Truth # jomama 

The Kenyan had little to do with it. The criminal banking
cabal is in charge.

mrdenis # jomama 

Would he take credit for it .....

Iconoclast # Paul Kersey 

Nailed it. Spot on. There's always facts to extinguish the hopium.

swampmanlives # Paul Kersey 

The 95 million not in the workforce can be explained by the 10k
Baby Boomers who retire everyday and that more youth are
pursuing post-seconday education. Stores are closing because of
online shopping and being poorly managed, especially Sears.
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     That gap is wider then a 'Female Baboon' in Estrous.

  P.S. > these clowns will never read my cookies>  Submitted by Erico
Matias Tavares via Sinclair & Co.,

Lynx Dogood 
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the January Baltic Dry Shipping Index.

Justin Case # Lynx Dogood 

It peaked Nov.18.2016 @ 1257

As of Jan.13.2017 @ 892

I was curious about that index too. It's weak and on the down side,

Lynx Dogood # Justin Case 

As it is every January. Same as the rail shipments.

CompassionateCo... 

The train is running full steam ahead with Obama as the engineer but
when the nazi bastard trump takes over it's going to derail.  Nazis are
idiots and are incapable of turning around a bad economy.  Just look
at 1930s and 1940s Germany for proof.
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nightshiftsucks # Davidduke2000 

He's more like a satanist pedophile.

Arrow4Truth # nightshiftsucks 

Zionist

Justin Case # CompassionateConservative 

Germany was the first country that was out of the depression. One
can only hope that Trump can mirror that success. Contrary to what
merican history claims, Hitler was not only a military but an
economic genius.

You may want to revisit yoar history lessons from an unbiased
source.

Yen Cross # Justin Case 

  Germany was rebuilt by the Western Axis.  Do your
homework<

  It was about currency dissemination. Why do you think the
Deutche Mark is so coveted?

   I still have rolls of D- Marks.

wisehiney 

Jackass oBUMMer cannot even get it up by stealing $1.4 trillion over the
past year in deficit spending.

Be Gone scumbag.

BrigstockBoy 

Has ZeroHedge become The Onion? U.S. economy back on track.
Seriously? I'm beginning to believe Dennis Gartman owns this website.

Paul Kersey # BrigstockBoy 

I'm guessing by your comment that you didn't bother to read the
article. Because, if you had, you would have seen bad economic
chart after bad economic chart. So what about this article makes
you think that it's Gartman-like?

Nobody For President # BrigstockBoy 

Read it again: it said : The U.S. Economy back on track?

Question mark. It was retorical - the charts showed pretty much that
it is not on track.

Sheesh!

AliSONY 

Here are some charts from the last reputable analyst on Wall Street
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Arrow4Truth # 2_legs_bahhhhhd 

To move it in politically correct fashion, they'd have to pick it up
by the clean end.

wisehiney 

Commodities indexes are 35% below where they were 3 years ago.

Real boom there. 

DaGov 

Overcapacity in the trucking market and low fuel costs have made
many lanes cheaper to go OTR than via Rail.  Lots of big companies
have realized this and moved product off rail and onto trucks. So, rail
capacity is probably not as good an indicator as it typically is.

DingleBarryObummer 

The optimism is based on a the presumption that DJT will follow
through with most if not all of his campaign promises.  In actuality, we
will be lucky to get 50 cents on the dollar.  "Big, Fat, Ugly Bubble." DJT 

swampmanlives # DingleBarryObummer 

But he'll take credit for any market rallies

moonmac 

Chinese New Year was extended to 3 weeks of factory shut downs
because business is so slow. I can't wait to see what happens to rail
traffic at the end of February. It takes about 4 weeks for an ocean
container to get to Chicago after leaving China. If it doesn't get out
today you won't get your shit for another 8 weeks. 

ThrowAwayYourTV 

Trump is going to inherit a freaking nightmare. Has anyone noticed
prices on everything are jumping up into the stratosphere? I mean
everything I look at these days gives me sticker shock.

And those Dollar Stores? They need to rename them to "Five Dollar
Stores." because aint anything in them a dollar.

Silver Savior # ThrowAwayYourTV 

I just want the dollar to collapse so we can move on to something
hopefully better. I just want to trade with silver and copper to tell
you the truth. 

unklemunky 

Rail is the cheaper method of shipment because it is slower. When
things soften, rail seems to pick up. As activity increases, and
purchasers need more timely shipment, things that can be shipped by
truck will move away from rail because delivery times are much faster.
So rail is a lagging indicator since much of the stuff shipped was
planned well in advance because it takes so long for delivery. This is
with respect to larger equipment, autos, etc. commodities,etc. might be
different.

Silver Savior 

Just think now we have invisible bread lines and soup kitchens. But you
can get a card buy what you want and no one will know. If this was like
how it was back in the days the soup lines would extend for blocks.
The economy is never going to get back because it cant.
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